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INFORMED CONSENT FOR TREATMENT SERVICES 
 

Welcome to Accanto Health, with brands The Emily Program and Veritas Collaborative.  
 
This document contains important information about our professional services and business policies.  Please read it 
carefully and jot down any questions you might have so that we can discuss them in session. When you sign this 
document, it will represent an agreement between us.  
 
THERAPEUTIC SERVICES 
Accanto Health’s (“Accanto”) approach to treatment is dynamic and individualized and may include a variety of disciplines, 
services and programs. Our work is grounded in respect for each person and the belief that the therapeutic relationship is 
a powerful agent of change. Treatment decisions are informed by research, industry standards, and sound clinical 
judgment. The overall therapeutic model is holistic and non-exclusive and utilizes a variety of approaches in individual and 
group settings as appropriate for each individual. Our holistic approach to programming integrates these traditional 
therapies with complementary and alternative therapies such as experiential therapies and body image work. Additionally, 
our services provide critical elements of recovery including development of interpersonal and life skills. We provide case 
coordination between other providers in the community involved with each client and family education and involvement 
wherever possible.  
 
The type and extent of services that you receive will be determined based on your specific needs and symptoms, goals for 
treatment and treatment preferences discovered through the intake assessment process and discussions between you 
and your therapist.  Through this treatment planning process, information regarding recommended services will be 
discussed with you so that you, together with your therapist, can make the most informed and appropriate decisions about 
what is likely to work best for you.  
 
Eating disorder treatment can have benefits and risks. Since treatment and therapy often involve discussing symptoms, 
triggers or unpleasant aspects of your life, you may experience, most likely in the early stages of treatment, uncomfortable 
feelings like sadness, guilt, anger, frustration, loneliness and helplessness; sometimes, problematic behaviors or urges 
can even increase from time to time.  On the other hand, consistent and dedicated treatment has been shown to result in 
benefits for people who go through it.  The therapeutic process often leads to overall reduction in symptom use, a greater 
degree of self-acceptance and awareness and improved overall functioning that can include better relationships, more 
constructive coping skills and significant reductions in feelings of distress.  Everyone is different, and your course of 
therapy and outcome will be unique to you.  A client’s commitment and engagement in therapy is known to be a 
contributing factor in the success of treatment, so it is important for you to work on things discussed during sessions with 
your therapist and at home in order for you to achieve the best outcome. 
 
Therapy involves a large commitment of time, money and energy, so it is important that you and your therapist work 
together to develop a treatment plan collaboratively to help you reach your goals.  If you have questions about TEP’s 
procedures or any other aspect of your treatment, please bring them up as soon as possible with your therapist so that 
they may be discussed constructively in session.   
 
COVID-19 
In light of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) public health crisis, Accanto has taken numerous steps to minimize the risk of 
exposure to and spread of COVID-19 within its facilities and have posted our efforts on our website and throughout each 
facility. When coming in person to Accanto’s facilities for appointments or services, you are assuming the potential risk of 
exposure to COVID-19 and you agree to not hold Accanto responsible for your potential exposure. This risk may increase 
if you travel by public transportation, cab, or ridesharing service.  
 
When obtaining services in person, you agree to take certain precautions which will help keep everyone (you, other 
clients, staff) safer from exposure and sickness. If you do not adhere to these safeguards when on-site, it may result in 
conversations with your care team up to and including discharge from the program. These safeguards include, but are not 
limited to: 

• Only attending in-person appointments or treatment if you are COVID-19 symptom free  

• Adhering to safe physical distancing precautions as outlined on site. 

• Adhering to Accanto’s mandatory mask protocol.  
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• Adhering to appropriate health and hygiene practices including washing hands, covering your cough, and not 
touching your face or eyes with your hands.  

• Immediately letting staff know if you develop or experience any symptoms of COVID-19. 
 

Accanto may change the above precautions if additional local, state, and federal orders or guidelines are changed. If that 
happens, we will talk about any necessary changes. 
 
Accanto is committed to keeping all clients and staff safe from the spread of this virus. If you attend an in-person 
appointment and/or treatment and we suspect you have symptoms of COVID-19, we may ask you to leave the facility 
immediately until you are COVID-19 symptom free. Your care team will work with you on steps to take until you are able 
to resume in-person appointments or treatment. 
 
If you have tested positive for COVID-19 while receiving treatment with us, Accanto may be required to notify local health 
officials that you have been in our facility. In the event of a required report, Accanto will only provide the minimum 
information necessary pursuant to state and federal law. 
 
Please talk to your care team if you have any questions or concerns regarding Accanto’s COVID policies and procedures.  
 
CLINICAL RECORDS AND CONFIDENTIALITY  
State and federal regulations* including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and professional 
standards require Accanto to keep records of the treatment and services provided.  These records, and other information 
that Accanto learns about you through the course of your treatment, is considered “protected health information” or PHI. 
Extensive measures are taken to ensure the privacy and security of your PHI pursuant to the state and federal* 
regulations listed in this document.  In most cases, you must provide written authorization for your PHI to be used or 
disclosed.  Accanto is, however, allowed to use and disclose PHI without your authorization for certain purposes.  
Examples of these allowed disclosures are: 

• If you have plans to cause serious harm to yourself or someone else.  

• If Accanto gets a court order for your chart/records.  

• If you are a minor or vulnerable adult being abused or you disclose information about a minor or vulnerable adult 
being abused.  

If you receive drug or alcohol abuse treatment/diagnosis at Accanto, your records related to that treatment/diagnosis are 
entitled to further protection under Federal Law (42 C.F.R. Part 2).  Accanto’s Notice of Privacy Practices, which was 
provided to you at intake and is available on our websites and in our offices upon request, provides more information 
regarding uses, disclosures and processes regarding your protected health information and drug/alcohol abuse records, if 
applicable.  
 
SERVICES BY THERAPIST TRAINEES 
Accanto provides clinical training to therapists, medical staff and dietitians.  Trainees may facilitate and/or be present 
during group sessions and services or in individual sessions.  Services directly provided by unlicensed providers, or 
providers not credentialed with your insurance company, are provided under the clinical supervision of a credentialed, 
licensed provider. By signing this form, you consent to receiving services by unlicensed or non-credentialed providers. 
Unless otherwise specified, mental health services are provided by Mental Health Professionals. 
 
MINORS 
If you are under the state-mandated age of consent, please be aware that the law may provide your parents the right to 
examine or receive a copy of your treatment records. It is Accanto’s goal to document your course of treatment accurately 
and thoroughly, yet with discretion. Accanto will also do our best to maintain your confidentiality while keeping your 
parents up to date on your progress as appropriate.  However, if Accanto feels there is a high risk that you will seriously 
harm yourself or someone else, Accanto is professionally obligated to notify them of our concern.   
 
As a client of Accanto, you may receive medical or psychiatric care as a part of your treatment recommendations. A 
parent or guardian must be present for initial medical and psychiatric evaluations. Minors may be seen alone for follow up 
medical or psychiatry monitoring visits that are a regularly scheduled part of the program – including laboratory work and 
EKG (electrocardiogram) as deemed necessary. The parent/guardian will be informed of any pertinent medical visit 
information, lab results or medication changes by staff. A parent or guardian will be contacted to provide non-emergency 
transportation of their child to another healthcare facility for additional medical care if deemed necessary by their 
treatment team. If a parent or guardian is unavailable, Accanto staff will coordinate and/or provide transportation.  
 
Parent/guardian consent to treatment is required for all minors under the age of 18. If you are under the age of 18 and are 
currently emancipated or seeking treatment without a parent or guardian’s knowledge or consent, please speak with your 
intake provider.  
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CLIENT AND STAFF SAFETY 
Accanto is committed to providing a safe, supportive, and therapeutic environment for all clients and staff.  To ensure 
client and staff safety, Accanto may choose to discontinue services or prohibit an individual from entering Accanto 
facilities if a risk to staff or clients is determined.  Threatening behavior or language will be evaluated and handled on a 
case by case basis and addressed directly with the overall safety of clients and staff in mind. In addition, various items are 
prohibited from being brought into our facilities, such as weapons (including guns, firearms, knives, and exposed blades), 
illegal drugs or other items that may compromise the health, safety or well-being of clients or staff.  If you or your guest 
brings a prohibited item into an Accanto office or facility or displays threatening behavior or language, we may ask you or 
your guest to remove the item from the premises, ask you or your guest to leave the facility or, in some cases, ask you or 
your guest to not return to Accanto in the future. The Emily Program does not utilize restraint or seclusion when 
addressing threatening or aggressive behavior. Veritas Collaborative utilizes restraint and seclusion in some 
circumstances when addressing threatening or aggressive behavior. Determinations on whether a particular item, 
behavior, or language is “prohibited,” and which of the above responses Accanto chooses to take, are the sole discretion 
of Accanto. 
 
DUTY TO WARN 
In the event a client communicates an actual threat of physical violence against a reasonably identifiable victim or victims, 
Accanto therapists are required to take reasonable efforts to communicate the threat to the victim(s) and law enforcement 
personnel under their respective state’s ‘Duty to Warn’ requirements. This communication may include contacting the 
potential victim by telephone, if known, and/or contacting law enforcement (local police) in the cities/counties where the 
potential perpetrator/client resides, as well as where the potential victim resides (if known). This disclosure is limited to 
only the information necessary to communicate the threat and risk to the appropriate authority.  
 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
In the event a conflict of interest is identified between you and another client(s) receiving treatment at Accanto, Accanto 
staff will take appropriate steps to find ways to balance and accommodate both you and the other client(s) in order for all 
parties to effectively work towards their specific treatment plan goals. Steps Accanto may take in order to achieve this 
may include referring one or more clients to a different Accanto program or location.  
 
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION AND TERMINATION 
All clients voluntarily agree to treatment and may terminate services at any time without penalty.  Counseling involves a 
large commitment of time, money and energy, so it is important that you work with a therapist you are comfortable with.  If 
you decide that the assigned therapist is not right for you, please let us know so that we can look for a more appropriate 
match.  
 
CONTACTING YOUR PROVIDERS 
Providers are often not immediately available by telephone.  Our administrative staff can typically field most calls such as 
those related to appointment scheduling and general questions. However, if you do need to reach a provider, confidential 
voicemail is available, and providers make every effort to return calls as soon as possible.  Unless included as part of a 
specific treatment component such as DBT phone coaching, providers do not correspond with clients over email, 
mobile/cellular phone or text message as we cannot guarantee the confidentiality of those communication methods. 
Additionally, in situations where you need immediate assistance or support, or in emergencies, call 911 for 
assistance, rather than contacting your provider at Accanto.  
 
COMMUNICATION VIA TEXT OR EMAIL 
Accanto offers clients the option to communicate administrative information via email and/or to receive certain 
administrative information and updates via text. These communications are for administrative purposes only, such as 
providing information about our programs, sending appointment reminders, client feedback surveys or sending/receiving 
forms, rather than for therapeutic purposes. While Accanto has implemented reasonable safeguards, it cannot and does 
not guarantee the privacy, security or confidentiality of any email or text message sent or received over the Internet or 
through phone networks. Clients can immediately opt out of automated text messaging by replying ‘STOP’ to any text 
message and can also discontinue these methods of communication by providing a written request to revoke consent to 
The Emily Program’s Medical Records Department at 2265 Como Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108. Accanto ensures that all 
state and federal rules regarding consumer text messaging are met and additional information regarding our use of email 
and text messaging can be found on our Consent to Email and Text Communication form.  
 
WASHINGTON CLIENTS ONLY:  
The State of Washington requires us to disclose the following information to you about Accanto:  
 
You may contact the Washington Department of Health (DOH) to look up information on our agency and/or providers 
(https://fortress.wa.gov/doh/providercredentialsearch), and may contact the DOH Health Systems Quality Assurance 
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Complaint Intake (360-236-4700, or, PO Box 47857, Olympia, WA 98504-7857) to lodge a complaint regarding suspected 
unprofessional conduct. 
 
The Emily Program, Seattle 
1700 Westlake Avenue North, Suite 
700 
Seattle, WA 98109 
(888) 364-5977 
DOH License Number: 277 

The Emily Program, Spokane 
2020 East 29th Avenue, Suite 200 
Spokane, WA 99203 
(888) 364-5977 
DOH License Number: 286 
 

The Emily Program, South Sound 
673 Woodland Square Loop SE  
Suite 330, Lacey, WA 98503 
(888) 364-5977 
DOH License Number: 309 

 
*Accanto maintains the privacy of protected health information in accordance with the following state and federal 
regulations: Georgia: GA Code 31-33, Minnesota: Statute 144.291-144.298, 144.30-144.34, North Carolina: Statute 
122C, Virginia: COV 32.1-127.1:03, Washington: RCW 70.02, RCW 18.83.110 Ohio: ORC 3798.01-3798.14, 
Pennsylvania: PA Code Chapter 146b., Federal: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA/45 C.F.R), 
Confidentiality of Drug and Alcohol Abuse Records (42 C.F.R Part 2) 
 
SIGNATURE FOR CONSENT TO TREATMENT AT ACCANTO 
My signature below indicates that I have been provided with a copy of this document, I have read and understand it, I was 
able to ask questions about its contents, and I consent to treatment by Accanto. My signature also indicates that I have 
been provided with a copy of the Notice of Privacy Practices and Statement of Client Rights and Responsibilities. 
 

Client Name: ____________________________________________________________ Date of Birth: ___________________ 

 

Parent/Guardian/Legal Representative Name (where applicable)*: _________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Client Signature                                             Parent/Guardian/Representative Signature*                               Date 

*Required if client is a minor and under the age of 18. For questions on your state’s minor consent laws, please see the Front Desk staff at your Accanto 
location. 
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 Financial Responsibility Agreement  

Client Name: ______________________________________________________  Date of Birth: __________________________ 

 
Billing Policy 
 
This Financial Responsibility Agreement describes Accanto Health’s (with brands The Emily Program and Veritas Collaborative) policy 

regarding payment for services rendered by Accanto Health. Please note that billing policies may differ across each brand and are subject 

to change.  

• Veritas Collaborative patients are required to make a financial deposit upon admission for care, the amount of which has been 

determined by Veritas based on your estimated financial responsibility under your insurance plan. After the patient is discharged 

from treatment and once all charges for routine daily services have been paid to Veritas, any remaining deposit will be reimbursed 

to you.  

• The Emily Program clients, unless other arrangements are made, must provide full payment for service – including co-insurance 

or deductible – upon receipt of statement. Co-payments are due at check-in. Note to parents/guardians of adolescents: Your 

signature below allows us to access credit/debit card information for future payment of services when requested by your 

unaccompanied adolescent. (Debit/credit card information is securely saved in the APEX system.)   

 

• You are responsible for knowing what services your insurance will cover. (Accanto’s insurance verification tool, found at 

www.emilyprogram.com/resources/forms and https://veritascollaborative.com/forms/ can help when asking your insurance 

company about coverage.) You are responsible for providing a photo ID and current insurance information to Accanto Health.  

 

• You are responsible for notifying Accanto Health of any changes in your address, contact information and insurance coverage 

immediately. Failure to do so may result in processing delays and an increase in your financial liability. You are financially 

responsible for all charges, whether or not paid by insurance, including any charges for services rendered which are denied, not 

prior authorized, or for any reason, not covered by the applicable insurance company. If insurance payment is unable to be 

obtained using the information you have provided Accanto Health, the balance will automatically be transferred to client 

responsibility and you will be responsible for payment of any charges.  

 

• You are responsible for prompt payment of bills for your account.  If you fail to pay your balance in full or make acceptable 

payment arrangements within 3 months of the payment due date, the bill will be turned over to a collections agency and you will 
be held responsible for the full amount of the bill plus any collection fees assessed.  

 

• If you are having difficulties paying the balance on your account, please contact the following departments as soon as possible 

to discuss options for a payment arrangement or assistance in meeting your financial obligations. 

o The Emily Program: Client Accounts Team: 1-888-364-5977, ext. 1357 

o Veritas Collaborative: Billing Department: 1-855-875-5812 

   

• Failure to meet terms of Accanto Health’s Financial Responsibility Agreement may result in discontinuation of services with 

Accanto Health.  

 

• In situations of divorce, separation, court orders, etc., the undersigned will be financially responsible for any account balance 

(including failed appointments and late cancels).  

 

• If you need to cancel or reschedule an appointment, you must do so at least 24 hours in advance of the appointment. 
(Monday appointments must be canceled or rescheduled before 4 p.m. the Friday prior.) ‘Late cancels’ and ‘no shows’ are failed 

appointments and result in a failed appointment fee. Clients who fail multiple appointments are subject to our Attendance Policy. 

Please note that insurance companies will not cover this expense. (See Attendance Policy for further information.)   

• Accanto Health contracts with outside vendors to provide laboratory services, assist with bookkeeping, send statements, and 

file insurance claims. Only the financial, diagnostic, demographic and other information necessary to bill, collect and provide 

these services will be disclosed to these outside vendors. They explicitly respect your confidentiality.  

• Accanto Health may contact you using the telephone number you have provided to Accanto Health for billing or collections 

purposes, which may include mobile telephone numbers.   
  

 

. 

 

 

http://www.emilyprogram.com/resources/forms
http://www.emilyprogram.com/resources/forms
http://www.emilyprogram.com/resources/forms
https://veritascollaborative.com/forms/
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If you have any financial or billing-related questions, please contact the following teams: 

 

The Emily Program                                                     Veritas Collaborative 

                                                 Client Account Team                                                          Billing Dept. 

                                        1-888-364-5977, extension 1357                                             1-855-875-5812 

 

 

Please sign below to indicate that you have read, understand and agree to the financial policies above. 
  

Parent/Guardian/Legal Representative Name (where applicable): ___________________________________________________ 

 

        ______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Client Signature                                     Parent/Guardian/Representative Signature                                       Date 

        (If client is 18 years of age or older, the client or their court-ordered guardian must sign and date. If the client is 17 years of age or younger, the   

        client’s parent or other legal guardian must sign) 
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Attendance Policy Agreement 
 
 
Attendance Policy  
It is important that clients at The Emily Program and Veritas Collaborative keep their scheduled appointments to receive 
the care they need.  
 

If you must cancel or reschedule an appointment, you must do so at least 24 hours in advance of the 
appointment. (Monday appointments must be canceled or rescheduled before 4 p.m. the Friday prior.) ‘Late cancels’ and 
‘no shows’ are failed appointments.  
 
You may be billed for failed appointments unless your insurance company (or third-party payer) does not allow it. Failed 
appointments may be billed to your account as follows:                                                                                      

 Group Therapy $50                                                                            

 Dietician Services $55 

 Individual Therapy, Medical, Psychiatry $100 

 IOP and IDP/PHP Daily Charges $100-150, depending on program 
 
If a clinician determines that a client is intoxicated or similarly impaired and unable to fully participate in their scheduled 
appointment, the session will be ended and defined as a failed appointment.  
 

If you arrive late to an appointment, your provider will determine if time allows the appointment to be kept or if it will be 
canceled and rescheduled. A failed appointment fee will be assessed if the provider determines the appointment will be 
canceled. 
 
 

In addition to the above, you may be subject to the following procedures in the event you have multiple failed 
appointments within a certain timeframe: 
 
The Emily Program 

 Clients who fail more than three appointments in a rolling 6-month period will be subject to the following 
procedures: 

o Involvement of your care team in policy adherence 
o Scheduling restriction. (You may schedule only one visit at a time for a minimum of 6 months). 

 Clients who fail more than six appointments in a rolling 6-month period, will be subject to the following 
procedures**: 

o Involvement of your care team in policy adherence. 
o Discharge from The Emily Program services for a period of 6 months. 
o Referral to outside resources 
o Attending walk-in counseling only at The Emily Program (includes same-day appointments) for the next 

six months. 
o If, after six months, you decide to return to The Emily Program, your balance must be paid in full before 

an appointment will be scheduled. Returning clients may schedule only one appointment at a time for a 
three-month period and will not be prioritized in front of other clients. 

 
Veritas Collaborative 

 Clients who have two unexcused absences from programming may be subject to case review and conversation 
by your treatment team. This may include a discharge from the program for not following treatment team 
recommendations.  

 

If you have any attendance-related questions, please contact the following teams: 
 
The Emily Program                                                     Veritas Collaborative 
Client Account Team                                                   Billing Dept.  
1-888-364-5977, extension 1357                                1-855-875-5812 
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*The Emily Program will waive charges for up to 3 failed appointments each calendar year. In order to receive this waiver 
of charges, you must contact The Emily Program’s client account team by phone, 1-888-364-5977, ext. 1357. 
 
**Per AMA standards, clients currently receiving medical or psychiatric services at The Emily Program and Veritas 

Collaborative will be allowed continued management of care and prescription refills for up to 60 days while transitioning to 

another provider. Records will be transferred to a newly-designated provider upon signed request and authorization from 

the client.  

Please sign below to indicate you have read, understand and agree to the attendance policy above. 
 

Client Name: ___________________________________________________ Date of Birth: ______________________ 

Parent/Guardian/Legal Representative Name (where applicable) *: ___________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Client Signature                                     Parent/Guardian/Representative Signature*                                Date 
 

*Required if client is a minor and under state-mandated age of consent. For questions on your state’s minor consent laws, please call 

us.  
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Programs Waiver 
 

Client Name: _________________________________________________  Date of Birth: ________________________ 

 
Accanto Health, with brands The Emily Program and Veritas Collaborative (“Accanto”) provides various activities for its 
clients as set forth below (the “Programs” each a “Program”) whether receiving outpatient, intensive outpatient, intensive 
day treatment/partial hospitalization, or residential/inpatient treatment. A client may participate in such Programs after 
reading and consenting to this waiver for each specific Program, as every Program covered by this waiver includes certain 
risks.  
 
By signing this form, I confirm to Accanto that I am physically capable of participating in the Programs at Accanto. I 
understand and agree that it is my sole responsibility to consult a physician or other qualified health care provider with 
regard to my ability to participate in the Programs. I further understand that my participation in the Programs and all 
activities during the Programs are at my own risk and responsibility. 
 
I will follow all instructions given to me by Accanto and its employees, consultants and agents on how to safely participate 
in the Programs. I affirm that I have notified Accanto of all my known medical conditions and injuries. I agree to inform 
Accanto of any changes in my health and medical condition. If I experience discomfort during any of the Programs I will 
immediately inform Accanto so that such discomfort can be addressed to the extent possible. 
 

• Cooking Program. I understand that I will be using tools to prepare, cook, serve and consume food and 
beverages during the cooking program. I agree and acknowledge that I am solely responsible for any injury, 
death, disfigurement or any other damages that may occur as a result of participating in these cooking group 
activities. I agree to use cooking and other kitchen tools only for their intended purpose.  

 
• Outings Program. (Adult Programming Only) I understand that transporting myself to and from the intensive 

outings program, whether it be self‐transportation, transportation with another client of Accanto, taxi cab provided 
by Accanto or any other form of transportation, is at my own risk and I am solely responsible for any injury, death, 
disfigurement or any other damages that may occur to, from, on or during the program outing. I agree and 
acknowledge that I have informed Accanto of any medical or mental health condition that may affect my fully 
participation and that I will inform them of any changes to that condition.  

 

• Yoga Program. I have consulted with a medical provider and received approval regarding my ability to participate 
in this group. I will follow all instructions given to me by Accanto’s yoga instructor(s) as to where, and how to 
perform yoga exercises, and I understand that any deviation from such instruction shall be at my own risk. Any 
injuries suffered by me caused in whole or in part by my failure to faithfully follow the guidance of the yoga 
instructor or by any physical impairment of mine not fully disclosed to you in writing, shall be my sole 
responsibility.  

 

• Art Work Display. I authorize any employee or contracted staff member of Accanto to display and/or reproduce 
my art projects or creative works for educational, training or other related purposes. I will not hold Accanto, art 
therapist(s) or any member of the agency responsible for any response to my art projects and/or creative works. I 
will make every effort to protect my own confidentiality and understand that Accanto will not attach my name to 
any creative work or art project on display without my written consent. In addition, I understand that Accanto will 
dispose of any artwork left onsite and not collected within 3 weeks of my discharge date from the Program. 

 
If I am or become pregnant, I will notify Accanto immediately and will seek and follow the guidance of my prenatal care 
provider as to whether or not I will be able to attend and participate in the Programs. 
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LIABILITY WAIVER  
AS LAWFUL CONSIDERATION FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE PROGRAMS, I HEREBY FOR MYSELF, MY HEIRS, 
ADMINISTRATORS, PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES AND ASSIGNS, FOREVER RELEASE, DISCHARGE AND NOT 
HOLD LIABLE ACCANTO HEALTH, ITS OWNERS, SHAREHOLDERS, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES AND 
AGENTS (COLLECTIVELY THE “RELEASED PARTIES”) FROM ANY AND ALL LIABILITIES, LOSSES, COSTS, 
CLAIMS, DEMANDS OR CAUSES OF ACTION, PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE, RELATING TO THE PROGRAMS, 
CAUSED BY ANY OF THE RELEASED PARTIES OR OTHERWISE. THIS AGREEMENT WILL NOT APPLY TO 
WILLFUL, WANTON RECKLESSNESS OR INTENTIONAL ACTS OF THE RELEASED PARTIES. 
 
I have carefully read the above release prior to its execution, and I am fully familiar with the contents thereof. I agree that 
this release and agreement will be governed by the laws of the state in which I am in Programming, and is intended to be 
as broad and inclusive as permitted by the laws of the state in which I am in Programming, and that if any portion of it is 
held invalid, the balance shall, notwithstanding, continue in full legal force and effect. 
 
I UNDERSTAND THAT THIS IS AN IMPORTANT LEGAL DOCUMENT. I REPRESENT THAT I HAVE READ THIS 
DOCUMENT CAREFULLY AND IN FULL, THAT I AGREE TO ALL OF ITS PROVISIONS, AND THAT I SIGN THIS 
AGREEMENT OF MY OWN FREE WILL. 
 
Parent/Guardian/Legal Representative Name (where applicable): _____________________________________________ 

      
_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Client Signature                                     Parent/Guardian/Representative Signature                                       Date 

(If client is 18 years of age or older, the client or their court-ordered guardian must sign and date. If the client is 17 years of age or younger, the   
client’s parent or other legal guardian must sign) 
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TELEHEALTH CONSENT FORM 

 
Client Name: ____________________________________________________  Date of Birth: ______________________ 

 
As a client of Accanto Heath, with brands The Emily Program and Veritas Collaborative, I understand it is possible that at 
some point in my treatment, services will be provided via Telehealth, as described below.  I understand and agree to the 
following with respect to use of Accanto Health’s Telehealth services: 
 

1. I understand that Telehealth is health/mental health services provided by Accanto Health via interactive audio and 
video technology while the provider is at a different location than me.  Telehealth may be provided by Accanto 
Health’s physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, other licensed professionals, pre-independently 
licensed therapists under supervision, and unlicensed program staff under supervision.  

2. I understand that these Telehealth services may involve the communication of my health information, orally and 
visually, to health care practitioners.  Specifically, I understand that Telehealth services include, but are not limited 
to, consultation, treatment, and transfer of health data using interactive audio and video. I also understand that 
some or all Telehealth sessions may be recorded, stored, or archived for quality and training purposes. Prior to any 
recording of Telehealth sessions, I understand my permission will be requested and I can withhold permission to 
record. The laws that protect the confidentiality of my health information apply to these services the same as in-
person services. As such, I understand that the information disclosed by me during any Telehealth session is 
generally confidential. However, there are both mandatory and permissive exceptions to confidentiality. 

3. I understand that there are risks and consequences of using these services including, but not limited to, the 
possibility that, despite Accanto Health’s reasonable efforts, the transmission of my health information could be 
disrupted or distorted by technical failures and/or the transmission of my health information could be intercepted or 
accessed by unauthorized persons.  I agree that Telehealth is appropriate for my circumstances despite these risks.  
I understand that when I receive Telehealth services from a location other than at Accanto Health, my own device 
and internet connectivity may impact the quality of the services and that Accanto Health does not have control over 
my end of the transmission. 

4. I understand that Telehealth services may not be the same as in-person services, where non-verbal communication 
(body signals) are readily available to both provider and client. The Accanto Health Telehealth provider will further 
discuss this limitation with me should I receive Telehealth services.  I also understand that, if my provider believes I 
would be better served by another form of therapeutic services (e.g., in-person services) I will be referred to a 
professional who can provide such services in my area. 

5. I understand that due to professional licensure limitations, I must inform my treatment provider and/or treatment 
team if I will not be in the same state as my treatment provider/treatment team during my scheduled appointment(s). 
I understand that a change in my state location and/or failure to notify my team of leaving the state may lead to a 
disruption in my care or a referral to a professional who can provide such services in my area.  

6. If our Telehealth session abruptly terminates, The Accanto Health provider will immediately call me at the number(s) 
listed above.  Together we will either attempt to regain the contact via the Telehealth technology or, if unable to do 
so, either reschedule or finish the service via telephone.  

 
I have read and understand the information provided above. I have asked Accanto Health any questions I had and all of 
my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  I hereby consent to participate in Telehealth services under the 
terms described above. 
 
Parent/Guardian/Legal Representative Name (where applicable)*: ____________________________________________ 

        

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Client Signature                                     Parent/Guardian/Representative Signature*                                       Date 

*Required if client is a minor and under state-mandated age of consent. For questions on your state’s minor consent laws, please call us.  
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RESEARCH CONSENT 
 
 

Client Name: ___________________________________________________________  Date of Birth: ________________________ 

 
TREATMENT RECORD INFORMATION USE AND FUTURE CONTACT CONSENT 

Accanto Health, with brands The Emily Program and Veritas Collaborative (“Accanto”) is committed to continually improving our programs 
and resources for clients. One of the ways we can improve our treatments is conducting research studies. We are asking for your 
assistance with this in two ways.  

1.    We are asking permission to use clinical information from your treatment record in research aimed at better understanding the 
needs of people presenting for eating disorder treatment and outcomes associated with treatment. You would never be identified 
by name in these studies or projects and information gathered from your treatment record would not include your name.  

2.    We are asking your permission to possibly contact you at a later date to invite you to participate in future research studies 
conducted by Accanto. If you agree, we will place your name and contact information in a secure database, accessible only by 
Accanto staff. We would review treatment records pertaining to your treatment at Accanto for the purpose of determining what 
studies you may be eligible for participation.  We would contact you in the future via telephone, mail or email with information 
regarding these research studies.  This information will not be released outside Accanto. 

Your participation in research is entirely voluntary. Your treatment at Accanto will not change in any way if you do not agree to allow use of 
your treatment record information or do not allow Accanto to contact you regarding research study participation. Giving consent to contact 
you does not commit you to participation in any study that we contact you about.  

If you agree to these requests at this time, you may request at any time, in writing, to have your information not used in research studies or 
to not be contacted for future studies. You will be given a copy of this consent form for your records. By signing this form, you consent to 
have: 

 Your treatment record information included in research studies and/or quality improvement projects. Your name will not be  
connected to your information in these circumstances.  

 Your demographic contact information placed in a secure database for the purpose of contacting you in the future regarding 
research studies you may be eligible to participate in. Accanto staff would review records pertaining to your treatment at Accanto 
to determine what studies you may be eligible for.   

 

Parent/Guardian/Legal Representative Name (where applicable)*: ________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Client Signature                                               Parent/Guardian/Representative Signature*                                   Date 
 
*Required if client is a minor and under state-mandated age of consent. For questions on your state’s minor consent laws, please call us.  

 
For questions regarding Accanto research, please contact the research team: research@accanto.com 
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CONSENT TO EMAIL AND TEXT COMMUNICATION  
 

Here at Accanto Health, with brands The Emily Program and Veritas Collaborative (collectively “Accanto”), we want to be as 
accessible as possible to you in order to answer any of your questions regarding our programs, assist you in the process of 
becoming a client, and provide administrative information during your care journey. Accanto offers clients the option to 
communicate information, which may include protected health information, via email to administrative staff. In addition, Accanto may 
utilize text messaging to communicate appointment reminders, program information, feedback surveys and for other administrative 
purposes. This form provides the guidelines regarding email and text communication and documents your consent to use these 
methods of communication for these purposes. 

 
IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY, DO NOT USE EMAIL, TEXT, OR LEAVING US A VOICEMAIL. CALL 911. 
 
Email Use  Email communications are for administrative purposes only, such as providing information about our 

programs, sending or receiving forms, or scheduling. All communication should be between Accanto and 
an adult client 18 years of age or older, the parent or guardian of a minor, a minor client who can legally 
consent to treatment, or a minor client with parent/guardian consent. 

 
Text Use Text communications are for administrative purposes only, such as sending appointment reminders, client 

feedback surveys, sharing appointment information, and for payment purposes. Text messages will only 
be sent between the hours of 8am and 9pm, local time and only to phone numbers that you provide us. 
Any text message sent will clearly state it is from Accanto Health. While we work to limit the frequency of 
text messages you receive, approximate frequency of text messages may range between 1-2 texts a day 
up to 5 texts per week. Like email use, all text communication should be between Accanto and an adult 
client 18 years of age or older, the parent or guardian of a minor, a minor client who can legally consent to 
treatment, or a minor client with parent/guardian consent.   

 
Privacy, Security  Although Accanto has implemented reasonable safeguards, it cannot and does not guarantee 
& Confidentiality            the privacy, security or confidentiality of any email or text message sent or received over the Internet or 

through phone networks. There is potential for an email or text sent or received over the Internet or via a 
phone network to be intercepted, altered, forwarded, and / or read by others. Accanto is not responsible 
for email or text messages that are lost due to technical failure during composition, transmission, or 
storage.  Please keep these privacy limitations in mind before emailing sensitive medical or mental health 
information over email and consider using another form of transmission such as fax, mail or telephone for 
this type of information, if available. Text messaging may not be used for sending sensitive medical or 
mental health information to Accanto staff. 

 
Content of Email Use  Emails should only be used for administrative purposes, rather than for therapeutic purposes.  Staff 

members that receive these emails are not able to forward emails to your treatment provider.  Email 
communications are appropriate for the following type of transactions (when applicable):   

• Requesting and receiving information on The Emily Program’s services; 

• Receiving and returning completed Admission/Intake paperwork via email to 
Records.TEP@emilyprogram.com  or Records.VC@veritascollaborative.com  

▪ It is encouraged that The Emily Program client paperwork be returned via fax to 
Medical Records at (844) 358-8782 or mailed to the attention of the Medical Records 
Department at The Emily Program (2265 Como Ave, St. Paul, MN 55108) 

▪ It is encouraged that Veritas Collaborative client paperwork be returned via fax to 
919-205-4390 or mailed to the attention of the Medical Records Department at 
Veritas Collaborative (4024 Stirrup Creek Dr, Durham, NC 27703) 

• Receiving and returning Releases of Information;  

• Receiving client feedback surveys; and 

• Scheduling. 
 
Content of Text Use Texts will only be sent from Accanto for administrative purposes, rather than for therapeutic purposes.  
   Text messages may be sent to you for the following type of transactions (when applicable): 

• Appointment reminders; 

• Receiving client feedback surveys; 

• Receiving billing, payment or debt collection updates; 

mailto:Records.TEP@emilyprogram.com
mailto:Records.VC@veritascollaborative.com
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• Other appointment messages (pre-appointment paperwork, COVID safety measure 
reminders, etc.) 

 
Response Time  Although Accanto will try to read and respond within 24 hours to any email (when applicable), we cannot 

guarantee specific response times. If you have not received a response within 72 business hours, please 
call Accanto directly. Text messages are sent from an automated phone number, and you will not be able 
to reply directly to the message. Please call Accanto directly if you have any questions regarding a text 
message you receive.  

 
Ending Email or Text You may discontinue using email or text as a means of communication with Accanto and revoke 
Relationship                    this consent at any time. To revoke this consent, please submit your request, in writing, to The Medical 

Records Department at Accanto Health, 2265 Como Ave, St. Paul, MN 55108.  In addition, you have the 
opportunity to immediately ‘opt out’ to automatic text messaging by replying ‘STOP’ to the message itself. 
Accanto reserves the right to amend or discontinue this policy at any time, or to discontinue use of email 
or text communication with you if, in its sole discretion, it determines that these guidelines are not being 
followed. 

 
By signing below, I acknowledge that I have read and fully understand this consent form and that I voluntarily request the 
use of email or text to communicate with Accanto for administrative purposes only. 
 
Client Name: _________________________________________________________  Date of Birth: _______________________ 

 

Parent/Guardian/Legal Representative Name (where applicable)*: ___________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Client Signature                                               Parent/Guardian/Representative Signature*                            Date 
 

*Required if client is a minor and under state-mandated age of consent. For questions on your state’s minor consent laws, please call us.  
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Level of Care for Procedure Reference: 

Residential 

Partial 

IOP 

Outpatient 

 
CLIENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES – OHIO 

 
PURPOSE STATEMENT  
The Emily Program (TEP) is committed to providing high quality, respectful, and compassionate care for those 

working to overcome difficulties with disordered eating and related concerns. 

POLICY 
Clients (and their legal guardian, if applicable) will be informed of their rights and responsibilities as a client of 
TEP and will be ensured appropriate venues for addressing any concern regarding their rights and 
responsibilities. Documentation will be maintained in the client’s record that this explanation of rights has been 
given to each client served prior to or when beginning treatment/admission. In a crisis or emergency situation, 
the provider may verbally advise the resident of at least the immediately pertinent rights only, such as the right 
to consent to or to refuse the offered treatment and the consequences of that agreement or refusal. Full verbal 
explanation of the resident rights policy shall be provided at the first appropriate occasion, based upon the 
residents functioning. In addition, all staff are trained on and follow the client rights policy. 
 
PROCEDURES 
1. Explanation of Rights – Each client and their legal guardian, if applicable, will receive an explanation of 

and be given a written statement of rights and responsibilities as a client of TEP within 24 hours of 
admission in a manner appropriate for the person’s understanding.  

2. Written Statement of Client Rights and Responsibilities – A written copy of TEP Client Rights and 

Responsibilities shall be posted in the common reception area.  
3. Informed Consent – The right to give full informed consent to services prior to commencement (or if client 

has legal guardian, the right to have the legal guardian make decisions about treatment and services).  

4. Client Rights are as follows – 
a. Be treated with courtesy, dignity and respect for your individuality and with consideration for personal 

dignity, autonomy, and privacy by those providing services and to receive courteous, considerate 
care and professional services. 

b. Be free from discrimination due to age, race, gender, ethnicity, color, creed, religion, national origin, 
sex, marital status, physical, mental, or developmental disability, genetic information, HIV status, 
sexual orientation, and status with regard to public assistance or any other manner prohibited by 
local, state, or federal law; 

c. Be free from any physical, emotional, and sexual abuse, or harassment;  
d. Be free of exploitation, including physical and financial exploitation; 
e. Right to reasonable protection from physical, sexual or emotional abuse and inhumane treatment;  
f. Be free from the use of restraint or seclusion unless there is imminent risk of physical harm to self or 

others; 
g. Be free from unnecessary or excessive medication and the right to decline medication, except a class 

one facility which employs staff authorized by the Ohio Revised Code to administer medications and 
when there is imminent risk of physical harm to self or others; 

h. Right to be informed of one’s own condition; 
i. Right to exercise one’s own rights without reprisal, except that no right extends so far as to supersede 

health and safety considerations; 
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j. Right to participate in any appropriate and available service that is consistent with an individual 
service plan, regardless of the refusal of any other service, unless that service is a necessity for clear 
treatment reasons and requires the person’s participation; 

k. The right to consent to or refuse treatment or services, or if the resident has a legal custodian, the 

right to have the legal custodian make decisions about treatment and services for the resident. 

l. Right to confidentiality of communications and personal identifying information within the limitations 
and requirements for disclosure of client information; 

m. Right to receive humane services in a clean, safe, comfortable, welcoming, stable, and supportive 
environment; 

n. Practice the religion of choice as long as the practice does not infringe on the rights and treatment of 
others or the treatment service. Individual participants have the right to refuse participation in any 
religious practice or abstain from the practice of religion; 

o. Receive services, be reasonably accommodated and assisted in the least restrictive, feasible 
environment, especially in case of sensory or physical disability, limited ability to communicate, limited 
English proficiency, and cultural differences; 

p. Confidentiality of records, communications and personal identifying information within the limitations 
and requirements for disclosure of client information under state and federal laws and regulations, 
and as defined in TEP’s “Notice of Privacy Policy & Practices”, including notification when personal 
records are requested by any individual outside of the facility and the right to approve or refuse the 
release; 

q. Review your clinical record in the presence of the administrator or designee and be given an 
opportunity to make amendments or corrections;  

i. If access to one’s own record is restricted, the client’s treatment/service plan shall 
include the reason for restriction, goal to remove restriction, and the treatment/service 
being offered to remove restriction. 

r. Be informed that some information from clinical files (with the client’s name removed) may be used 
for purposes of research, program evaluation, or training; 

1. All research concerning consumers whose cost of care is publicly funded must be done in 
accordance with all applicable laws.  

s. Receive accurate information about The Emily Program, its practitioners, services, clinical guidelines, 
and client rights and responsibilities; 

t. Expect that all Emily Program practitioners have no conflicts of interest, including serving as a client’s 
guardian, custodian, or representative and have met the qualifications of training and experience 
required by state law, and continually work toward maintaining expertise in providing clinical services 
to individuals seeking eating disorder treatment; 

u. Be informed in writing of the cost of professional services before receiving the services and to receive 
30 days’ notice in writing of any change in the rates of and charges for services; 

v. Be informed a reasonable amount of time in advance of the reason for terminating participation in a 
service, and to be provided a referral, unless the service is unavailable or not necessary; 

w. Right to be informed of the reason for denial of a service; 
x. Receive information about their diagnosis and summary information of completed questionnaires, and 

to participate in an informed way in the decision-making process regarding your treatment; 
y. Receive individualized treatment, including an initial assessment; a collaboratively developed 

treatment plan; periodic review of the treatment plan including services upon discharge; and a 
treatment plan supervised and carried out by competent, qualified and experienced professional 
clinical staff;  

z. Have family members, significant others, and physicians participate in the planning of their treatment;   
aa. Refuse treatment or care recommended by an Emily Program practitioner. In cases where a client 

refuses treatment, TEP staff will inform the client of the likely impact of refusal of the recommended 
treatment, medication or nutrition recommendations. If the client is incapable of understanding the 
consequences of the refusal, but has not been adjudicated incompetent, or when legal requirements 
limit the right to refuse treatment, those conditions will be documented in the client chart; 

i. Regardless of refusal of any service, client has a right to participate in any appropriate 
and available service. 

bb. Advised of, and given opportunity to refuse observation by others and by techniques such as one-way 
vision mirrors, tape recorders, televisions, movies, photographs, or other audio and visual technology. 
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This right does not prohibit a facility from using closed-circuit monitoring to observe other areas in the 
facility such as common areas, which does not include resident bedrooms and bathrooms; and other 
areas where privacy is reasonably expected, e.g. a medical examination room; 

cc. The right to decline any hazardous procedures. 
dd. Exercise these rights without reprisal in any form.  
ee. Promptly receive and have explained orally the agency complaint and grievance procedures upon 

request and to lodge a complaint or grievance with the agency, and, if applicable, if you believe your 
rights have been violated;  

i. Client Rights Officer at Cleveland Residential:  

 Linda Limburg, Site Director, 888-346-5977 ext. 2777 

 Monday- Friday: 8:30am-5:00pm 
ii. Client Rights Officer at Columbus Adolescent Residential: 

 Jenny Beck, Site Director, 888-364-5977 ext. 4011 

 Monday-Friday: 8:00am-4:30pm 
iii. Ohio Sites: State Licensing Board Information: The Emily Program will provide contact 

information for state licensing boards for public data on licensed therapists, or to report 
practitioner specific complaints upon request: 

a. Vern Riffe Center for Government and the Arts, 77 S. High Street 
#B-1, Columbus, OH 43215, phone (614) 466-5250 | fax (614) 728-
7081 Toll Free (877) 779-7446 

b. Counselor, Social Worker and Marriage and Family Therapist 
(CSWMFT) Board, 77 S High Street 24th Floor, Room 2468, 
Columbus, OH 43215, Phone (614) 466-0912 | fax (614) 7298-7790 

c. Cuyahoga County ADAMHS Board, 2012 West 25th St. #600, 
Cleveland, OH 44113, Phone (216) 241-3400 

d. Franklin County ADAMHS Board, 447 E Broad St., Columbus, OH 
43215, Phone (614) 224-1057 

e. Ohio Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services, 30 East 
Broad St., Suite 742, Columbus, OH 43215, Phone (614) 466-7940 
or 1-800-282-1206. Advocacy Services: 1-877-275-6364 

f. Disability Rights Ohio (formally Ohio Legal Rights Service), 200 
Civic Center Drive, Suite 300, Columbus, OH 43215, Phone (614) 
466-7264 or 1-800-282-9181 

g. Ohio Dept. of Aging: Office of the State Long-term Care 
Ombudsman, 246 North High Street, 1st Floor, Columbus, OH 
43215, Phone 1-800-282-1206 

h. U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Civil Rights Regional 
Office Region 5, 233 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 240, Chicago, IL 
60601, Phone (321) 353-1385 or 1-800-368-1019 

5. Residential Client Rights – 
a. Right to be verbally informed of all rights in language and terms appropriate for the resident’s 

understanding prior to or at the time of residency, absent a crisis or emergency. 
b. Right to request a written copy of all resident rights and grievance procedures.  
c. Right to utilize or participate in resident council - Community Meeting occurs weekly and is 

intended for residents to share their thoughts and feelings about The Emily Program. Residents are 
encouraged to share thoughts about areas of growth and improvement for the program, as well as 
thoughts about what areas of the program are working well for them. Minutes of these meetings are 
shared with the residential housing Treatment Director / Site Director. This input, along with discharge 
and annual client satisfaction surveys, is utilized for making policy and programming changes.    

d. Right to compensation for labor - Residents are expected to participate in typical household chores 
such as cleaning and laundry that would be typically performed in their own home in the community or 
that are activities included in the residential housing program for goal-related therapeutic purposes. 
Residents will not be compelled to perform labor outside these household chores. Any resident 
performing labor outside of these usual household chores will be compensated appropriately and in 
compliance with applicable state and federal labor laws, including minimum wage and minimum wage 
reduction provisions. 
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e. Right to Communication - The right to communicate freely with and be visited without staff present at 
reasonable times by private counsel and, unless prior court restriction has been obtained, to 
communicate freely with and be visited at reasonable times by a personal physician, psychologist or 
other health care providers, except that employees of a board, a provider, personnel of the Ohio 
protection and advocacy system, or representatives of the state long-term-ombudsman program may 
visit at any time when permitted by the Revised Code. 

f. Physician/Health Care Provider Appointments - Residents are allowed to see their health care 
provider (physician, chiropractor, therapist, etc.) at any reasonable time. Residents must inform TEP 
staff of any scheduled appointments so that the resident’s program schedule can be altered to 
accommodate the appointment.  

g. Independent Specialist / Legal Counsel – The right to have the opportunity to consult with 
independent specialist or legal counsel at one’s own expense.  

h. Images of Residents - For the purpose of identification, each resident has a photograph taken upon 
admission. This photograph is used only for the purpose of identification. If photographs or videos are 
taken or requested for any other purpose, a resident must provide written consent/release. This 
consent is placed in their treatment record.  

i. Telephone Use - Residents have access to a facility telephone for confidential incoming, local 
outgoing and emergency calls. Use of personal cell phones is permitted during specified free time 
hours or upon request during programming when necessary. All residents have access to long 
distance calls through either personal cell phone or a facility phone they may utilize for long distance 
calls with their personal payment source.  

j. Mail – Right to communicate including receiving written communications, which may be opened and 
inspected by facility staff in the presence of the client so long as the communication is then not read by 
the staff and given immediately to the client. Otherwise, mail is uncensored and unopened, subject to 
the facility rules regarding contraband. If a resident requests support around receiving, sending, and/or 
opening of mail, this support will be given and documented in their treatment record. In the event of a 
minor, the minor has the right to write or receive mail subject to the facility’s rules regarding 
contraband and directives from the parent or legal guardian, when such rules and directives do not 
conflict with federal postal regulations.  

k. Right to Privacy - Each resident has the right to privacy, individuality, and cultural identity. Privacy will 
be respected by all staff.  Bedroom doors will be shut when privacy is needed for changing, and staff 
will knock and/or notify the resident before entering. Residents will receive privacy while toileting, 
bathing, and other personal hygiene activities, except as needed for resident safety, support, or 
assistance. And freedom from excessive intrusion by visitors, guests, and non-facility surveyors, 
contractors, construction crews or others.  

l. Visitors - Residents may have reasonable privacy and the freedom to meet with and receive visitors, 
family and guests during reasonable visiting hours with reasonable expectation of privacy. They may 
receive visits from their personal physician, religious advisor, or attorney at any time. In addition, 
employees of a board, a provider, personnel of the Ohio protection and advocacy system, or 
representatives of the state long-term-ombudsman program may visit at any time when permitted by 
the Revised Code. Visits with individuals other than those specified above outside of posted visiting 
hours can be arranged by the resident in conjunction with The Emily Program staff.  Any limitations on 
a resident’s visits may only be imposed by the Treatment Director / Site Director and only for the 
purpose of safeguarding the resident from harm. Such limitations will be fully documented in their 
treatment plan.  In addition, minors have the right to visitors and to communicate with family, guardian, 
custodian, friends and significant others outside the facility in accordance with instructions from the 
minors parents or legal guardians. 

m. Residents have the right to choose to engage in or refrain from engaging in cultural, social, or 

community activities of the resident’s own choosing in the facility and in the community. 

n. Right to retain personal property and possessions - Residents will retain and use clothing and 
other personal possessions as space permits in their room. Residents have the right to possess a 
reasonable sum of money. Items that may compromise the safety, health, and well-being of the 
resident or other residents as well as individual valuables may be stored in the individually-accessed 
locked cabinets in the nursing center or in the centrally locked storage space of residential housing. 
Documentation regarding items that are locked in either of these areas due to medical, safety or 
programmatic reasons or concerns will be included in the resident’s treatment record. Residents are 
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encouraged to request support from staff when they feel unsafe with any particular item, which may 
result in the item being placed in a locked storage area.  

o. Right to not be locked out or in the facility - Residents will not be locked in or out of the facility at 

any point during their stay.    

p. Right to use common areas of the facility - Residents will have access, as appropriate, to all the 

common areas of the facility. Adults shall have the right to access the common areas at all times 

during their stay at the facility.  

q. Compensation for lost or stolen items - The Emily Program retains the right to determine on an 
individual case basis whether or not to provide compensation for any lost or stolen items.    

r. Right to meet with staff from the Ohio Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services – 

Residents may meet with staff from the Ohio Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services in 

private without involvement from The Emily Program. 

s. Right not be deprived of any legal rights - Residents have the right to not be deprived of any legal 
rights due to reason of being a resident within the facility. 

t. Right to reside in the facility - Residents have the right to reside in the facility as available and 
appropriate to the type of care or services the facility is licensed to provide, regardless of previous 
residency, unless there is a valid and specific necessity which precludes such residency, which will be 
documented and explained to the resident. Residents have the right to continued resident unless the 
facility is no longer able to meet the resident’s care needs, the resident presents a documented danger 
to other residents, staff, or visitors, or the resident has not paid their billing statement for more than 
thirty days.  

6. Client Responsibilities – 
As a client of TEP, you have the responsibility to:  
a. Openly share the concerns that brought you to seek treatment, and to provide, to the extent possible, 

information that The Emily Program staff needs in order to provide optimal care for you;  
b. Treat other clients and client information with respect and confidentiality; client and treatment 

information learned in various treatment settings must be kept private and confidential;  
c. Participate, to the degree possible, in understanding your behavioral health problems, developing 

mutually agreed upon treatment goals, and engaging in treatment;  
d. Actively work toward your treatment goals and participate in your recovery process;  
e. Keep scheduled appointments and give at least 24 business hours prior cancellation notice when 

unable to keep your appointment. A pattern of failed appointments may result in discontinuation of 
services;  

f. Be aware that not following treatment recommendations may compromise your health and safety, 
including leading to very serious medical and psychological consequences.  

g. For Outpatient clients, please notify your therapist if your condition worsens or if you are having 
difficulty keeping yourself safe. In a crisis, if you are unable to reach your therapist during regular 
working hours or if the agency is closed, assistance is available by calling 911 or going to your local 
emergency room. For Residential clients, please inform a staff member immediately if your condition 
worsens or if you are having difficulty keeping yourself safe.  

 
 
REFERENCES 
Notice of Privacy Practices 
Grievance Policy and Procedures 
OAC 5122-26-18 
OAC 5122-30-22 
 
APPENDIXES 
None 
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NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES 

 

This notice describes how clinical information about you may be used and disclosed and how you 
can get access to this information.  Please review it carefully. 

 
In accordance with applicable state* and federal regulations including the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA), Accanto Health, with brands The Emily Program and Veritas Collaborative (includes all 
Emily Program locations in Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Washington and all Veritas Collaborative locations in 
Georgia, North Carolina, and Virginia), is required to provide you with information regarding our responsibilities to you 
in how your mental health and medical information (protected health information, referred to as PHI) may be used 
and disclosed, and how you might access this information.  This notice is intended to clarify these responsibilities and 
rights.  Please ask us if you have further questions regarding the use or disclosure of your PHI.  Your rights with 
respect to substance use disorder records, if applicable, are set forth in the section entitled, Notice Of Confidentiality 
Of Substance Use Disorder Information. 
 
USES AND DISCLOSURES 
The following are ways in which Accanto Health may use or disclose your protected health information (PHI). 
 
For Your Treatment 
Accanto Health may use or disclose your protected health information in order to provide treatment to you. This 
includes, but is not limited to, situations when our providers share information about you internally for case 
coordination, consult with other Accanto staff about your case, or when they work with external providers to write or 
order a prescription, perform lab testing or otherwise help carry out your treatment services. 
 
For Payment 
Accanto Health may use or disclose your PHI in order to bill you, your insurance company or a member of your family 
for charges related to treatment and services that we provide to you.  For instance, when we submit a claim to your 
insurance company for reimbursement, we must provide some details regarding your treatment in order to verify 
eligibility and coverage. 
 
For Our Health Care Operations 
We may use or disclose your PHI as part of our other operational procedures such as quality improvement, 
performance evaluation and compliance reviews.  An example of using your information for our operations purposes 
would be to review the care provided to you to evaluate its effectiveness, efficiency and quality.  We may also use 
information on the care provided to you for business planning, workforce planning and budget management. 
 
For Fundraising Purposes 
We may share your basic demographic information, contact information, dates of services and overall health status 
and provider information with the WithAll Foundation who may contact you for fundraising purposes. The WithAll’s 
fundraising activities support The Emily Program’s charitable, scientific and educational efforts to provide a benefit to 
the public. You have the right to request not to receive these fundraising communications by submitting your request 
in writing to Accanto Health’s Privacy Officer at 2265 Como Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55108 
 
Other Unique Situations  

 In Cases of Child Abuse - If we know or have reason to suspect that a child is being neglected or abused, or that 
a child has been neglected or abused within the preceding three years, we must immediately report this to the 
local welfare agency, police or sheriff's department.  We may need to disclose PHI to adequately and accurately 
report the abuse. 
 

 Public Health Activities – We may use or disclose PHI to the appropriate entities or authorities responsible for 
ensuring public health.  Examples of this include reporting a negative reaction or problem resulting from a drug to 
the FDA or notification to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) of exposure to a communicable 
disease when notification is required. 
 

 In Cases of Adult and Domestic Abuse - If we have reason to believe that a vulnerable adult is being or has been 

maltreated, or if we have knowledge that a vulnerable adult has sustained an injury which cannot be reasonably 
explained, we must immediately report that information to the appropriate county or law enforcement agency. A 
"vulnerable adult" is someone who possesses a physical, mental or emotional infirmity or dysfunction that impairs 
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their ability to care for themselves without assistance or protect themselves from maltreatment. We may need to 
disclose PHI to adequately and accurately report the maltreatment. 
 

 Research – Accanto Health may use or disclose PHI for research purposes under certain limited circumstances.  
We will obtain written authorization from you in these cases unless an Internal Review Board has determined that 
your authorization may be waived; this may only happen if the following conditions have been met: 

o The disclosure involves no more than a minimal risk to your privacy as demonstrated by a plan to protect 
and destroy identifying information at the earliest opportunity, and written assurances that PHI will not be 
re-used. 

o The research could not be conducted without the waiver. 
o The research could not be conducted without the use of PHI. 
o Your participation in research is voluntary. Your treatment at Accanto Health will not change in any way if 

you do not agree to allow use of your treatment record information or do not allow Accanto Health to 
contact you regarding research study participation.  

o You may request at any time, in writing, to have your information not used in research studies or to not 
be contacted for future studies.  
 

 For Purposes of Health Oversight Activities - State regulatory agencies may subpoena records from us that 
include PHI if they are relevant to an investigation being conducted as part of oversight activities of the health care 
system or government programs. 
 

 Judicial and Administrative Proceedings - If you are involved in a court proceeding and a request is made for 

information regarding the professional services that we have provided to you, such information is privileged under 
state law and we must not release this information without a court order or written authorization from you or your 
legally appointed representative.  PHI may be disclosed for this purpose in response to a subpoena or other lawful 
process, in which case, we will inform you.  

 

 Serious Threat to Health or Safety - We may use and disclose your PHI when necessary to reduce or prevent a 
serious threat to your health and safety or the health and safety of another individual or to the public.  We must 
also do so if a member of your family or someone who knows you well has reason to believe you present an 
imminent threat of harm to yourself or others. Under these circumstances, we will only make disclosures to a 
person or organization able to help prevent the threat. 

 

 Business Associates – We will share your PHI with business associates that assist Accanto Health in business 

and other administrative operations.  Business associates include people or companies outside of Accanto Health 
who provide services to us.  For example, health information may be disclosed by Accanto Health to a vendor to 
send statements and process payment for services rendered.  Accanto Health’s business associates must comply 
with HIPAA laws and we have agreements with them to protect the privacy and security of your PHI. 

 
With Your Authorization 
In order to use or disclose your health information for any reasons other than those stated in this notice, we will need 
a written authorization from you.  Authorization can be provided using Accanto Health’s Authorization for Release of 
Protected Health Information form and will specify the entity to which you are authorizing disclosure, which 

information you are authorizing us to disclose, and the purpose of the disclosure to that entity.  Written authorization 
forms can be found at any Emily Program or Veritas Collaborative location front desk, our websites: 
www.emilyprogram.com or www.veritascollaborative.com, or by asking a staff member. Upon your completion of an 
authorization form, please drop it off at an Emily Program or Veritas Collaborative front desk, fax or mail it to the 
following departments:  
 
The Emily Program                                                                Veritas Collaborative 
Attn: Medical Records Department                                        Attn: Medical Records Department 
2265 Como Ave                                                                     4024 Stirrup Creek Drive 
St. Paul, MN 55108                                                                Durham, NC 27703 
Fax: 844-358-8782                                                                 Fax: 919-205-4390 
 
If we receive information that you have been tested for HIV/AIDS, we will not disclose such PHI without your specific 
written authorization, except where required by state or federal law.  
 
Accanto Health also keeps psychotherapy notes for most clients.  These are given a higher degree of protection and 
cannot be disclosed without your express permission.  You have the opportunity to specifically authorize disclosure of 
psychotherapy notes on the Authorization for Release of Protected Health Information form. 
 
Any written authorizations that you provide expire after one year unless otherwise specified; however, you may 
revoke an authorization at any time by notifying us in writing.   
 
If this should ever be the case, please be aware that revocation will not impact any uses or disclosures that occurred 
while the authorization was in effect.  
 

http://www.emilyprogram.com/
http://www.veritascollaborative.com/
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NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY OF SUBSTANCE USE DISORDER INFORMATION  
The confidentiality of substance use disorder records and information maintained by this program is protected by 
Federal law and rules (42 C.F.R. Part 2) and in some cases, State law. These protections go above and beyond the 
protections described in Accanto Health’s general Notice of Privacy Practices. Information about you may be used by 
personnel within the program in connection with their duties to provide you with diagnosis, treatment or referral for 
treatment for substance use disorder. Generally, this program may not reveal to a person outside of the program that 
you attend a substance use disorder treatment program or disclose any information that would identify you as having 
a substance use disorder, unless:  

o The program obtains your written authorization;  
o The disclosure is allowed by a court order and permitted under Federal and State confidentiality laws and 

regulations;  
o The disclosure is made to medical personnel in a medical emergency;  
o The disclosure is made to qualified researchers without your written authorization under certain limited 

circumstances set forth in 42 C.F.R. Part 2. When required by law, we will obtain an agreement from the 
researcher to protect the privacy and confidentiality of your information;  

o The disclosure is made to a qualified service organization that performs certain treatment services (such as 
lab analyses) or business operations (such as bill collection) for the program. The program will obtain the 
qualified service organization’s agreement in writing to protect the privacy and confidentiality of your 
information in accordance with Federal and State law;  

o The disclosure is made to a government agency or other qualified non-government personnel to perform an 
audit or evaluation of the program. The program will obtain an agreement in writing from any non-
government personnel to protect the privacy and confidentiality of your information in accordance with 
Federal and State law;  

o The disclosure is made to report a crime committed by a patient either at the program or against any person 
who works for the program or about any threat to commit such a crime; or  

o The disclosure is made to report child abuse or neglect to appropriate State or local authorities.  
 
Violation of these privacy regulations is a crime. Suspected violations may be reported to appropriate authorities in 
accordance with Federal and State law. Violations of 42 C.F.R. Part 2 may be reported to the United States Attorney 
in your state: Georgia: Northern district (404)-581-6000); North Carolina: Eastern district (919)-856-4530, Western 
district (704)-344-6222; Minnesota: Minneapolis (612) 664-5600, St. Paul (651) 848-1950; Washington: Western 
district (206) 553-7970, Eastern district (509) 353-2767; Ohio Northern District (216) 622-3600; Pennsylvania 
Western district (412) 644-3500); Virginia: Eastern district (804)-819-5400. 

 
To comply with Federal Law, Accanto Health will seek from you an Authorization to Release Information to your 

insurance company so that we may coordinate reimbursement of services.  

 
PATIENT RIGHTS  
You have the following rights related to your protected health information and privacy: 
 
Right to Request Restrictions  
You have the right to request restrictions on certain uses and disclosures of protected health information.  If you have 
paid your health care provider in full for a particular health care service or item and specifically request that we not 
disclose information about this health care item or service to your health plan for payment or healthcare operations 
purposes, we will agree to this request. Federal law states that we are not otherwise required to agree to your 
requested restriction. If we do agree, however, we are bound to and will comply with your request unless otherwise 
required by law or in order to treat you. To request a restriction, you must provide us, in writing 1) what information 
you want to limit; 2) whether you want to limit our use, disclosure or both; and 3) to whom you want the limits to apply.  
 
Right to Receive Confidential Communications 
You have the right to request and receive confidential communications about your health, treatment or related issues 
in a particular manner or at a certain location.  For instance, you may prefer us to contact you at your home phone 
number rather than your work phone number.  Accanto Health will accommodate all reasonable requests. 
 
Right to Inspect and Copy 
You have the right to inspect or obtain a copy (or both) of PHI – not including psychotherapy notes – that is used to 
make treatment decisions about you for as long as the PHI is maintained in our records.  We may deny you access to 
PHI under certain circumstances, but in those cases, you may have this decision reviewed. On your request, we will 
discuss with you the details of this process. 
 
Right to Amend 
If you feel the health information we have about you is incorrect or incomplete, you may ask us to amend the 
information as long as the information is kept on file. Your request must include a reason to support the amendment 
and you will be notified in writing if your request is denied.  If it is denied, you have the right to submit a written 
statement of your disagreement with the denial which will be appended or linked to the PHI in question.  
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Right to an Accounting of Disclosures 
You have the right to receive a list of disclosures we have made of your PHI for purposes other than routine 
treatment, payment or operations activities.  Your request must state a time period that is not longer than 6 years.   
 
Right to Receive Breach Notification 
If Accanto Health or any of its business associates experience a breach of your health information (as defined by 
HIPAA laws) that compromises the security or privacy of your health information, you will be notified of the breach 
and about any steps you should take to protect yourself from potential harm resulting from the breach. 
 
Right to a Paper Copy 
You have the right to obtain a paper copy of this notice from Accanto Health upon request at any time. 
 
To submit authorizations, request records, request accounting disclosures, amend your medical record, revoke 
authorization, or, perhaps, you have another question about your confidential information, you may send your request 
or question to the following address: 
 
The Emily Program                                                                      Veritas Collaborative 
Attn: Medical Records Department                                              Attn: Medical Records Department 
2265 Como Ave                                                                           4024 Stirrup Creek Drive 
St. Paul, MN 55108                                                                      Durham, NC 27703 
Fax: 844-358-8782                                                                       Fax: 919-205-4390 
 
ACCANTO HEALTH’S DUTIES AND OTHER INFORMATION 
Accanto Health is required by law to maintain the privacy of protected health information and to provide you with this 
notice of our legal duties and privacy practices with respect to PHI.   
 
We reserve the right to change our policies and practices regarding how we use or disclose PHI, or how we will 
implement patient rights concerning PHI. We reserve the right to change this notice and to make the provisions in our 
new notice effective for all information we maintain.  If we change these practices, we will publish a revised Notice of 
Privacy Practices. The revised notice will be posted and available at our places of service and on our websites at 
www.emilyprogram.com and www.veritascollaborative.com. 
 
Complaints and Other Questions 
If you are concerned that we have violated your privacy rights or you disagree with a decision that we made about 
access to your records, you may make a complaint to Accanto Health’s Privacy Officer or make a written complaint to 
the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services.  You will not be penalized for filing a formal 
complaint. You may also call Accanto Health’s Privacy Officer at 651-379-6104 to discuss your complaint or any 
privacy-related questions you may have. 
 
*In addition to complying with Federal privacy laws, Accanto maintains the privacy of protected health information in 
accordance with the following state and federal regulations: Georgia: GA Code 31-33, Minnesota: Statute 144.291-
144.298, 144.30-144.34, North Carolina: Statute 122C, Virginia: COV 32.1-127.1:03, Washington: RCW 70.02, 
RCW 18.83.110 Ohio: ORC 3798.01-3798.14, Pennsylvania: PA Code Chapter 146b. 
  

http://www.emilyprogram.com/
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Residential 

Partial 

Intensive 

Outpatient  

 
MALTREATMENT OF MINORS POLICY – OHIO 

 
PURPOSE STATEMENT 
To ensure the utmost safety of minors participating in rehabilitative mental health and treatment services at The 
Emily Program’s (“TEP”’s) Ohio facilities, any suspected or actual maltreatment of minors shall be reported 
immediately to the Ohio Child Abuse and Neglect Hotline at (855) 642-4453.   
 
POLICY 
All TEP staff must report suspected or actual maltreatment of a minor immediately. Under Ohio law, a child 
(hereinafter “minor”) is any person under eighteen years of age or a person, under twenty-one years of age 
with a developmental disability or physical impairment.  
 
A maltreated minor is defined as a minor who is a victim of sexual abuse/exploitation; suffering from physical 
abuse; or neglect.  

- Physical Abuse: When the minor exhibits evidence of any physical or mental injury or death, inflicted by 
other than accidental means, suffers physical or mental injury that harms or threatens to harm the child's 
health or welfare because of the acts of his or her parent, guardian, or custodian; or is subjected to out-
of-home-care child abuse. 

- Neglect: When the parents, guardian, or custodian neglects the child or refuses to provide proper or 

necessary subsistence, education, medical or surgical care or treatment, or other care necessary for the 
child's health, morals, or well-being. 

- Sexual Abuse/Exploitation: When a minor is a victim of sexual activity. Sexual activity means sexual 

conduct or sexual contact, or both.  
 

Abuse Prevention Plans – 
TEP residential facilities shall establish Individual Abuse Prevention Plans for all clients. TEP residential shall 
also maintain a Facility Abuse Prevention Plan. 
 
Staff Training – 
TEP facilities shall ensure that each new mandated reporter receives an orientation within 72 hours of first 
providing direct contact services to a minor and annually thereafter. TEP will document the provision of this 
training, monitor implementation by staff, and ensure that the policy is readily accessible to staff.  
 
Posting – 
This policy will be posted in a prominent location and be made available upon request. 
 
PROCEDURES 
Who Must Report –  
Any person may voluntarily report the sexual abuse, physical or mental abuse, or endangerment of a minor. 
While most TEP staff are considered mandated reporters and are legally require to report alleged 
maltreatment, per internal policy, ALL TEP staff must report suspected or actual maltreatment and cannot shift 
the responsibility or reporting suspected or actual maltreatment or abuse to anyone else at TEP. Any TEP staff 
who has reasonable cause to believe a minor is being or has been neglected, physically or sexually abused 
must make a report immediately. 
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When and Where to Report  – 
Reports concerning suspected maltreatment of minors must be made immediately. All reports concerning 
suspected maltreatment of minors will be made to the Ohio Child Abuse and Neglect Hotline at (855) 642-4453. 
Any orally submitted report must be followed up by a written report that includes the names and address of the 
child and the child’s parents or the person(s) having custody of the child, if known; The child's age and the 
nature and extent of the child's injuries, abuse, or neglect that is known or reasonably suspected or believed, 
as applicable, to have occurred or of the threat of injury, abuse, or neglect that is known or reasonably 
suspected or believed, as applicable, to exist, including any evidence of previous injuries, abuse, or neglect 
and any other information, including, but not limited to, results and reports of any medical examinations, tests, 
or procedures performed that might be helpful in establishing the cause of the injury, abuse, or neglect that is 
known or reasonably suspected or believed, as applicable, to have occurred or of the threat of injury, abuse, or 
neglect that is known or reasonably suspected or believed, as applicable, to exist. 
 
Follow-Up Procedure – 

In all cases of suspected maltreatment of minors, staff will first report the abuse to the appropriate agency. 
Next, staff must complete an incident report and forward the report to the Compliance Department. Please also 
include the written report made to the local agency for record keeping purposes. Incident Reports can be found 
on PowerDMS here.  Incident Reports should be scanned into the Compliance Drive or faxed to Compliance at 
(844) 358-8783.  

 
Documentation within the client’s medical record may state the following to protect reporter anonymity: “All 
applicable TEP policies and procedures regarding reporting requirements were followed.” 
 
Internal Review – 

When TEP has reason to know that a report of alleged or suspected maltreatment has been made about a 

minor resident at any of the TEP Residential Facilities, TEP will complete an internal review within 30 days and 

take corrective action, if necessary, to protect the health and safety of vulnerable adults. 

The internal review will include an evaluation of whether: 

- related policies and procedures were followed; 

- the policies and procedures were adequate; 

- there is a need for additional staff training; 

- the reported event is similar to past events with the vulnerable adults or the services involved; and  

- there is a need for corrective action by TEP to protect the health and safety of vulnerable adults. 
 

The internal review will be completed by the TEP Site Director, in consultation with Legal/Compliance. If the 
Site Director is involved in the alleged or suspected maltreatment, the Chief Clinical Officer, in consultation with 
Legal/Compliance, will be responsible for completing the internal review. 
 
Compliance will document completion of the internal review and provide documentation of the review to the 
appropriate state agency commissioner upon the commissioner's request. 
 
Based on the results of the internal review, Compliance in partnership with the Site Director and/or Chief 
Clinical Officer will develop, document, and implement a corrective action plan designed to correct current 
lapses and prevent future lapses in performance by staff members or TEP facilities, if any. 
 
Retaliation Prohibited –  Any person with reasonable cause to believe that an adult is suffering abuse, 
neglect, or exploitation who makes a report shall be immune from civil or criminal liability. In addition, TEP will 
not retaliate against any employee who make a report of maltreatment. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://powerdms.com/docs/356470
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Preparing for Your Telehealth Services 
 

Below you will find information about preparing for Telehealth services at The Emily Program. 

Please take time to read through this document, as well as the “How to Access and Use 

SecureVideo” instructions and let us know if you have questions. 

 
What You Need 

 A private, immobile environment.  Your privacy and safety are very important to us.  We 

will not participate in telehealth appointments that occur in a moving vehicle.  

o If you are under 18 years old, a parent or legal guardian must be available during 

your intake assessment.  

 A computer or tablet with internet access, a camera and microphone. 

o A cell phone may also be utilized.  Access via cellular data does not provide 

sufficient connection and may result in costly charges to your phone bill. 

o If you do not have access to equipment or the internet, please notify Emily 

Program staff so that we may assist you with identifying an alternative, such as 

participating in Telehealth services from a TEP site utilizing our internet access 

and/or equipment. 

 
Before Your Appointment/Session 

 Install Zoom onto your device (note: SecureVideo uses the Zoom platform). Installation 

may take up to 5-10 minutes.   

 Follow the steps provided in the “How to Access and Use SecureVideo” instructions. 

o Zoom is device specific. If you try to join a session from a different computer, 
phone, or tablet, you will need to download the Zoom app onto that device. 

 Please plan to join your first session 10-15 minutes early to ensure you can join the 
telehealth appointment and that your connection is stable.  

 
Reminders 

❖ A Telehealth appointment means you will meet with the provider over SecureVideo from 

your home.   

❖ You will receive an email or text from SecureVideo Support prior to your 

appointment/session.  

o To protect your privacy, your full legal name is not used in the email or text. 

Instead, we use initials plus medical record number or first name and last initial. 

o This email includes a link to join your appointment via Zoom. 

o If you do not receive an email from SecureVideo Support prior to your 

appointment/session, check your email’s Spam folder or call The Emily Program 

at 1-888-364-5977.  

 

Thank you. 

The Emily Program 

1-888-364-5877 
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How to Access and Use SecureVideo  
Follow the instructions below to access SecureVideo for your telehealth appointment and learn 
how to use many of the features you will see during your telehealth appointment with The Emily 
Program.  

Follow the steps below to access SecureVideo for your telehealth 
appointment: 

1. To join a telehealth session in 
SecureVideo, you first need to open the 
email you received for your telehealth 
appointment. In that email, you will see a 
Join Session button. Click this button. 
 

2. A webpage will open in your internet browser. If this is 
your first time using SecureVideo on the computer you 
are using today, you will need to download the Zoom 
application. Click the Install Zoom button.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. A window will pop up asking you to download Zoom to 
your computer. Click Download Zoom. 
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4. The Zoom installer will download 
at the bottom of your screen. Click 
the Zoom Installer to open it and 
wait for it to install. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: After you install, the first time you try to connect to a telehealth session, please 
click the button to Open Zoom Meetings. Do not create a Zoom account and do not 
attempt to log into the Zoom app.  
 

5. After Zoom has installed, you will click on 
the Enter Waiting Room button.  
 
 

6. A box will pop up asking if you want to 
Open Zoom. Click Open Zoom. Your 
device will now connect you to your 
telehealth appointment. 
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7. Your telehealth appointment will open in a 
new window in the Zoom application. Click 
the blue button that says Join with 
Computer Audio. 

8. Your telehealth session will begin and 
look like the image to the right.  

You will have several buttons across the 
bottom of the telehealth screen. Hover your 
mouse over the video screen if the buttons 
across the bottom of the telehealth screen 
do not appear.  

9. You can mute/unmute your audio and 
start/stop your video by clicking the 
buttons shown below. If you turn your 
audio or video off, a red slash will 
appear through that icon. 

 

 

There are 5 buttons at the bottom of your 
session, you will only use the Participants, 
Chat, and Reactions buttons.  

 

Clicking on Participants will open a list of the 
participants in in the session on the right side of the 
screen. Microphone and video icons will appear next to 
each name.   

 

 

 

Clicking on Chat will open the chat box on 
the right side of the screen. You can send a 
message to the host of the session, if 
needed, by typing in the text box and clicking 
send or pressing enter.  
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Clicking Reactions allows you to put clapping hands or a 
thumbs up in your video window to provide feedback to the group.  

 

 

 

 

You can toggle between Gallery View (multiple video images of the same size) and Speaker 
View (one larger video image of the speaker and multiple smaller video images of the other 
participants) by clicking those buttons in the top right corner of your screen. 

 

Hide self-view: if you do not wish to view yourself on 
your own screen during session, click the gallery view 
button so you have multiple video images of the same 
size (image on the right above). Hover your mouse of 
your image, click the blue button with 3 dots and select 
Hide self-view. Other participants in the session will 
still see you, but you will not have a video image of 
yourself.  
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If you minimize your appointment window, a small 
window will remain on your screen. You will still be 
able to see your provider’s video. You will see 4 
buttons: Hide Video, Mute/Unmute, Start/Stop 
Video, Exit Minimized Video. 

 

 

 

 

 

For any technology issues with SecureVideo, contact SecureVideo Support:  

• E-Mails are best for non-urgent questions: support@securevideo.com 

• Phone support: (888) 540-2829  

 

mailto:support@securevideo.com



